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A company that simply knows
how to build properly
turns complex projects into
authentic masterpieces

Quality, efficiency
and politeness have been
our strength for over 40 years.
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E.MA.PRI.CE.

History, activities and sectors of application
In over forty years of history, thanks to continuous, constant growth,
we have transformed from a small construction company into a
group that operates in all areas in the construction sector, with sites
throughout Italy and abroad. The consolidated experience has been
acquired through the continuous desire to improve: commitment,
tenacity and passion are the philosophy of life of the whole Group.
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The company’s development is down to the winning strategies of its leaders,
with skilled managers and competent teams, all focussed on a strong sense
of responsibility and great service. The effective business management unit
with the seriousness and professionalism of its staff, which show enthusiasm
for their work at all levels and perform their duties efficiently, which has enabled
constant business growth, allowing the group to broaden its horizons and
areas of intervention, achieving increasingly ambitious goals without forgetting
the origins and values that inspired it.
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On-going technological
research and the tireless work
of training the direct workforce
means we can ensure the
highest levels of quality in
addition to meeting
the scheduled deadlines

Our tradition is based on a set of values and experiences that have lasted
over time and have contributed to binding the Daniele family name with the
development of the construction and infrastructure sector in an inseparable
union; foresight in views and profound dedication have enabled us to grow a
healthy and responsible company also by the commitment of those who work
with us and the management of all corporate functions.

Many years of experience in the field have enabled us to become a
dependable but above all, reliable partner in the field of civil engineering &
construction, restoration, infrastructure and special flooring as well as in the
field of works of art in the subsoil. Builders are created. Today, just as on
the occasion of the first site, our strengths remain the pleasure of building
focusing on the details and the nuances of the work to carry out, pursuing
consistent and continuous improvement.
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Customer satisfaction is
the main factor of success
for building positive,
long-lasting relationships

Our business is defined by the commitment and pleasure of building and
stands out for its quality, efficiency and punctuality. Like our Customers, we
assign the same meaning to the concept of quality: the careful selection
of human resources, the constant updating of their technical skills and the
mastery of cutting-edge technology, the search for high quality processes
and achievements and the careful choice of materials used. Continuous
technological research, in compliance with the regulations in force, enable us
to guarantee, in the embodiment of any work in any context and/or working
conditions, the highest levels of quality and punctuality in the delivery of the
work. By optimising the efficiency of the production organisation we have
been able to achieve considerable running cost benefits, keeping prices in
line with the most competitive bands on the market, without compromising
the quality of the works.

The volume of activity of E.MA.PRI.CE. mainly takes place in public and
private contracts, operating scope, the latter, in which the competition is
determined primarily by the efficiency of the organisation and by optimising
costs. In the works carried out customer satisfaction is the main factor
of success for building positive, long-lasting relationships. Over time,
E.MA.PRI.CE. has learnt how to be able to fearlessly compete at the
highest levels of the building and construction market. This awareness
continuously feeds the interests of the company by developing skills and
specific professional competence. A careful examination of each job
translates into a careful technical-economic assessment of the work in
order to satisfy the client in terms of both the production quality and in
respect of the planned budget.
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Certifications and declarations
E.MA.PRI.CE. operates on
the front line in the field of
public works in force also
the qualification of
CQOP SOA certification

The company has an SOA certification with registration to 20 categories, 8 of
which for unlimited amounts. SOA certification, a requirement to participate in
public tenders with a contract value higher than Euro 150,000, certifies the
existence of the necessary requirements set out in legislation in the area of
Public Work Contracts and translates, moreover, as a guarantee of reliability
and thoroughness in the service offered to customers. The company also
holds three important quality system certifications: Corporate - UNI EN ISO
9001, Environmental - UNI EN ISO 14001 and Safety - OHSAS 18001.

E.MA.PRI.CE. chose to be a member of the Green Building Council Italy
as it believes in the quality of the building to create healthy, energy efficient
buildings and to reduce the environmental impact. Aware of the fact that
procedures for the design and construction of buildings have a direct impact
on the quality of life of the occupants, E.MA.PRI.CE. carefully assesses the
environmental impact of its sties and the products that will be used, starting
from the use of raw materials until the final disposal phase, passing through the
optimisation of the technical-functional characteristics and use of the finished
product. The attention to the environment and the ongoing commitment to
safety in the workplace and the careful respect of anti-pollution regulations
are key features of E.MA.PRI.CE.’s company philosophy.

Being members of GBC Italy also means knowing the LEED protocol and
following the guidelines, even when the building is not subject to certification,
in order to build high quality works.
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S.O.A. Certification
Qualified Public Work Builders

Company quality system
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008

Environmental quality system
UNI EN ISO 14001:2004

Issued by the certification company
CQOP SOA with registration to 20
categories, 8 of which are classifications
for unlimited amounts (VIII).

Since 2003 E.MA.PRI.CE. has had a
company quality system certified by the
DNV Institute in accordance with
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008.

Since 2006 E.MA.PRI.CE. has had a certified
environmental management system in
accordance with UNI EN ISO 14001: 2004.

Health and safety management
system OHSAS 18001

National Register of
Environmental Operators

GBC ITALIA
Green Building Council

In 2014 E.MA.PRI.CE. acquired
a occupational health and safety
management system (Occupational
Health and Safety Assessment Series)
certified by the DNV Institute on the
based on OHSAS 18001:2007.

E.MA.PRI.CE. was entered in the National
Register of Environmental Operators
for categories 8-E (trade and waste
intermediation without detention) 9-B (site
reclamation), 10-A (reclamation of goods
containing asbestos).

GBC Italia is the association that operates
with the goal of encouraging the spread of a
culture of sustainable building and spreading
awareness among the public and institutions.
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The Daniele Group:
synergy of three sound companies
Since the early 1950s, the Daniele family has been present in the transport
sector, having formed SETTENTRIONALE TRASPORTI S.p.A. with
commitment and dedication, which now represents a real point of reference,
in Italy and in the world, in the transport of waste and dangerous goods.
E.MA.PRI.CE. S.p.A. was founded in parallel, which has more than 40 years
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of experience in construction, a company in constant growth that, due to
the quality and timeliness with which it completes orders, is the ideal partner
that comprehensively meets the needs of its customers. The Daniele Group,
moreover, has always been interested in environmental issues, it works with
GRANECO RUBBER S.r.l. in the recovery and reuse of used tyres (discarded
tyres) throughout Italy. With the transformation of discarded tyres, in addition
to dealing with the problem of pollution caused by their difficult disposal,
you can reuse the granulate obtained by crushing-grinding-granulation, in
various areas such as: sports, construction, transport, asphalt production,
and as a fuel.
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BUILDING

Category OG1
Civil and industrial buildings

The category of buildings
represents an important
corporate branch for
E.MA.PRI.CE., constantly
growing and continuously
evolving, both in type and
size of orders acquired

Construction, maintenance, or restructuring of one-off interventions in buildings
needed to carry out any direct or indirect human activity, complete with the
necessary facilities, electromechanical, electrical, telephone and electronic
systems and finishes of any type and any related, complementary and
accessory works. This includes, by way of example, residences, prisons,
schools, barracks, offices, theatres, stadiums, buildings for industries, buildings
for car parks, railway stations and subways, airport buildings as well as any
special construction made of reinforced concrete, simple or prestressed, cast
in-situ such as thin vaults, domes, hanging tanks, silos and very tall buildings
with structures with particular characteristics and complexity.
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Save - Moving Walkway
“Marco Polo” Airport - Venice

Work on the construction
of an assisted pedestrian
walkway within the “Marco
Polo” airport in Tessera

Works to construct an assisted pedestrian walkway by installing a moving
walkway and appropriate means to ensure a link raised between the Dock and
the passenger Terminal of the Marco Polo Airport of Venice. The intervention, in
addition to avoiding interference between pedestrian flows and the existing road,
also involves a partial modification of the road system surrounding the airport which
interferes with the design of the new raised walkway. The project envisages, along

Client:
SAVE S.p.A.

the north-east quay of the Dock, the construction of a new building to cover the
docking area for watercraft (taxis, ferries) to make the landing and embarkation of
passengers who use the naval link with Venice and the islands more convenient.
The contract is thus structured around two separate architectural constructions:
the assisted pedestrian walkway and the building on the Dock.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
JANUARY 2015
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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Purification Plant in Recco
Recco - Genova

Works to modify and upgrade
the sewage treatment plant

Modification and upgrading work of the sewage treatment plant serving the
municipalities of Recco, Avegno, Uscio, Camogli, Sori and Pieve Ligure to
be achieved within the system of tunnels in Punta S. Anna. The work involves:
demolition and excavation in rock inside and outside of the tunnels; installation of

Client:
Mediterranea
delle Acque S.p.A.

provisional works such as the ventilation, electrical and lighting system; construction
of civil works in reinforced concrete constituting the purifying treatment tanks (water
line and mud line); the building of the piping for the plant (water, sludge, air and
services); construction of an equalisation tank and the construction of a services
building and offices at the entrance to the tunnels. The peculiarity of the work
consists of excavating in rock inside the tunnels by controlled demolition obtained
by means of a perimeter cut with a chainsaw and subsequent volume reduction
with the use of micro explosive charges; the adoption of mechanical pre-cutting
has enabled the workmen to make advances that can be planned and especially
offer high operational safety.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2014
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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Iskralegno
Monfalcone - Gorizia

Work on the construction of
a building for industrial use

The work consists of building a warehouse for industrial use, with accompanying
offices in the Schiavetti Industrial Zone in the Municipality of Monfalcone. The
works include the construction of the roof of a large area dedicated to storing and
maturing wood; to support this, the plan is to build a prefabricated prestressed

Client:

concrete structure.

ISKRALEGNO S.r.l.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
MARCH 2014
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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Resort Manzano
In Manzano, Municipality of Cortona - Arezzo

Building of the hotel of
the Golf Resort Manzano

The aim of the project is to build a resort-hotel in the area of Manzano, in the
Municipality of the famous city of art, Cortona (Province of Arezzo, Tuscany) in the
immediate vicinity of the border between Tuscany and Umbria. The contract has
enabled the building of a hotel with 40 rooms with all the centralised services of

Client:
Cortona Golf & S.p.A.
Resort S.r.l.

the Resort; the property combines typical traditional Tuscan elements (terracotta
floors, wooden chestnut doors and ceilings with exposed beams) with modern
design features. Given its strategic position, within the Golf Resort, from the
Hotel, it is possible to perfectly combine the desire to relax with a thirst for culture.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
JULY 2013
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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Former “Save” passenger terminal
“Marco Polo” Airport - Venice

Renovation work of the former
Passenger Terminal Building
of the “Marco Polo” Airport
in Tessera

The work involves the recovery of the last portion of the former passenger terminal
still unused (at the time primarily designed for departures and check-in activities)
between the logistics business DHL and the area recently redeveloped used for
warehouses, archiving and customs offices. Through a series of building and
plant operations, the project has enabled the conversion by identifying five macroareas: the area intended to be the offices of the sub concession-holders that for

Client:
SAVE S.p.A.

department stores, for the changing rooms, for the new refectory and for the car
parks strictly for these activities. The construction has paid particular attention to
energy saving and efficiency both in relation to ‘live’ consumption - in line with the
green policy adopted by the airport - and as regards the choice of materials and
technologies employed in the normal use of the structure.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
JULY 2013
End of work:		
NOVEMBER 2013

www.emaprice.com
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San Daniele Hospital
San Daniele del Friuli - Udine

Construction of the new
“S” building of the
San Daniele del Friuli Hospital

Construction of a factory building whose dimensions are 41 x 33 m which reaches
an eaves height of 15 m. The property consists of four floors above ground,
from a roof floor with an overlying plant rooms and a basement; between the
new building and the neighbouring building A, the connecting building that acts
as a new entry for the entire hospital complex has been built. This building, in a

Client:
Azienda per i
Servizi Sanitari n.4
“Medio Friuli”

parallelepiped shape, has plan dimensions of 11 x 33 m and is 8 m high. The
connecting building is structured on two levels above the ground, a basement
and a flat roof. The supporting structure is made from reinforced concrete cast in
situ, timber foundations and, in correspondence with the insulation cores in the
foundation slab. The building is clad externally by a glass and steel façade provided
with openings for ventilation and to evacuate fumes, interrupted by brick-coated
vertical elements.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
JANUARY 2013
End of work:		
OCTOBER 2014

www.emaprice.com
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Private residence Gelain
San Martino di Lupari - Padua

Demolition and reconstruction
of a residential building

Construction of three residential units on the ground and first floor in via Sandra
in San Martino di Lupari (Province of Padua). The intervention consisted of the
demolition of the existing building, dating back to the 1970s, to construct the
new private residence. The building constructed faithfully recreates a traditional

Client:
Gelain Giuliano

Venetian country house, typical of our areas that enhances the value of the
existing agricultural context; well defined in the local historical literature.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
NOVEMBER 2012
End of work:		
JULY 2013

www.emaprice.com
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Favaro Veneto Health District
Favaro Veneto - Venice

Construction of the new
Social Health District no. 4
Favaro Veneto

Works to build the new Social Health District no. 4 Favaro Veneto consisting of
two main buildings linked to each other by a connecting curvilinear element. The
land available for the new district is about 15,000 m2 within which the property
has been raised off the ground by about 120 cm thus ensuring the building is in a
good position. The building, built on two floors, has a supporting structure made

Client:
GUERRATO S.p.A.

of reinforced concrete and a brick infill; the ground floor has been completed with
finishing elements according to the latest current building technologies. The surface
area covered by the building has a gross surface area of 2,150 m2 on the ground
floor, 2,025 m2 on the first floor covering a total of approximately 4,175 m2.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
OCTOBER 2012
End of work:		
MAY 2013

www.emaprice.com
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Valdobbiadene High School
Valdobbiadene - Treviso

Renovation of building
due to seismic and plant
design adjustment

The intervention consists of building works to renovate the building - part
from the 1980s - aimed at seismically adjusting the structures, restoring and
adjusting the roof and renovating the toilets for pupils and teachers. The
structural adjustment works are divided into three groupings: adjustment of the
structures (construction of two partitions made of reinforced concrete for the

Client:
Municipality of
VAldobbiadene

entire height of the building, with foundation reinforcements, steel casing for
part of the pillars and reinforced concrete partition walls, disconnection of the
lift compartment from the structure by forming structural joints at the floors and
roof), adjustment of structural joints between the buildings and complementary
building works to the structural adjustment.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
JULY 2012
End of work:		
JANUARY 2013

www.emaprice.com
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Residence “Regina Maris”
Caorle - Venice

Renovation and lifting of a
building for residential use

Execution of the renovation and expansion work to build 8 real estate units for
tourist residence use of the building located in Caorle (Province of Venice) in
via Raffaello Sanzio. The final building comprises 5 floors above ground and an
outer area of property used as a car park. The residences, which are organised

Client:
CHRISTEF S.r.l.

into studio apartments on the ground and first floor, two-room apartments on
the first floor and three-room apartments on the remaining floors, feature a
high technical/functional level to comply with the low ecological impact; the
“Regina Maris” residences were delivered with a Class A Energy Certification.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2012
End of work:		
JULY 2014

www.emaprice.com
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Borso del Grappa Shopping Complex
Borso del Grappa - Vicenza

Construction of a building
with a productive and
commercial purpose

Construction of a productive/commercial building in via Cao di Rusola in the
Municipality of Borso del Grappa (Province of Treviso). The building consists of
precast girders-pillars and brick infills. In particular, excavation work has been
carried out and the construction of foundations, installation of prefabricated
structures with the installation of the windows and doors; and as finishes, hydro-

Client:

thermal-sanitary design works and electric-home automation design works.

Dalla Zanna Leone & C.
e Supermarket BERTI
PIO & C.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
FEBRUARY 2012
End of work:		
DECEMBER 2012

www.emaprice.com
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Unieuro
Pederobba - Treviso

Construction of a new
Unieuro point of sale

Demolition of existing rooms and subsequent renovation and expansion of
an existing building for the construction of a new Unieuro point of sale with a
corresponding warehouse and parking areas.

Client:
UNIEURO S.p.A.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2010
End of work:		
APRIL 2012

www.emaprice.com
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“Graneco” plant
Possagno - Treviso

Construction of a
new industrial warehouse

Implementation of an industrial warehouse with an area of 4,500 m2 with a
single-bay of 45 m in Via Strade Nuove, 3 in the Municipality of Possagno
(Province of Treviso). The warehouse consists of a base element made of reinforced
concrete and a complementary structure and roof made from metalwork.

Client:
SETTENTRIONALE
TRASPORTI S.p.A.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
JANUARY 2005
End of work:		
DECEMBER 2007

www.emaprice.com
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IN’s
Pederobba - Treviso

Construction of a new
IN’s sales point

The intervention has provided for the demolition of abandoned buildings and
the restoration of the outdoor area for the subsequent construction of a building
with a commercial destination used as a new IN’s supermarket point of sale.
The building consists of a single building with a covered area of approximately

Client:
IN’S Mercato S.p.A.

1,000 m2, approximately 4.5 m high, with no interior columns. A reinforced
concrete foundation has been built at the goods loading/unloading port 10 cm thick
to permit unloading of goods intended for the shop from the lorry. Works involving
urbanisation, car parks, squares and green areas have also been carried out.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
JULY 2010
End of work:		
DECEMBER 2010

www.emaprice.com
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“Breton” production plant
Vedelago - Treviso

Demolition work and
construction of a
new industrial plant

Demolition of the existing buildings in via Bassanese in the Municipality of
Vedelago (Province of Treviso, Italy) for the subsequent construction of a new
industrial plant with a supporting structure comprising pillars, prestressed
reinforced concrete beams, external prefabricated filler panels, covered with
sawtooth skylights, with a concrete floor with a quartz dusting. The whole complex

Client:
BRETON S.p.A.

has a covered area of 13,140 m2 intended to be an industrial warehouse and
610 m2 intended as offices. The body of the warehouse comprises three bays,
two whose width is 24 m and 218 m long, intended for production, and the third
whose width is 18 m and 117 m long is intended for storage.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
OCTOBER 2009
End of work:		
DECEMBER 2012

www.emaprice.com
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Building in Piazza San Francesco
Treviso

Redevelopment of a real estate
complex consisting of a
residential-commercial building

The intervention has enabled the building of seven luxury apartments and two
commercial units within a 1960s apartment block, in the historic centre of Treviso.
The project, which is arranged over four floors with a covered area of 2,500 m2,
has enabled the impressive restoration under the banner of being environmentallyfriendly that has focussed on wide spaces, large windows, alternative energies

Client:
PAGI S.r.l.

and home automation. 20 garages and the basement area have been built on the
ground floor, while on the top floor 2 penthouses have been developed, each with
a terrace 60 m2 wide and 5 m2 deep. Lastly, on the roof, an area has been identified
where the photovoltaic panels are positioned which will heat the water used by
building. Therefore, on the one hand the building respects the environment, and on
the other hand it offers the best comfort and services.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
FEBRUARY 2008
End of work:		
APRIL 2010

www.emaprice.com
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Castelfranco Intermodal Pole
Castelfranco Veneto - Treviso

Construction of a
railway terminal

Construction of a new intermodal centre at Castelfranco Veneto (Province of
Treviso) of approximately 120,000 m2, with the construction of 2 independent
industrial buildings each with an area of 3,000 m2, which comprise a paved
surface made of concrete, about 28,000 m2, in addition to 1,400 m of

Client:
TREGI S.r.l.
SETTENTRIONALE
TRASPORTI S.p.A.

rail and 1,500 m of a two-lane road, with a total width of 8.5 m, for vehicular
traffic. Accessory urbanisation work has also included the creation of parking
spaces for cars and trucks over 5,000 m2 and a channel approximately 800
linear metres long which resulted in the shifting of around 18,500 m3 of earth.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
APRIL 2006
End of work:		
JUNE 2009

www.emaprice.com
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Santa Caterina village
Asolo - Treviso

Construction work
and development of the
residential complex
called “La Contrada”

Residential complex comprising 44 real estate units, mainly residential, distributed
over 11 buildings constructed around a ‘courtyard’ which constitutes the natural
extension to the west of the town. A basement car park has also been created
with a total surface area of 2,000 m2. The entire construction, subject to landscape
and architectural protection by the Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici e
Paesaggistici del Veneto Orientale (Eastern Veneto Department of Architectural

Client:
Villa De Mattia S.r.l.

Heritage and Landscapes), respects the implementation of the minimum unit of
intervention - UMI 2 - of the public initiative recovery plan called “Area Ex Filippin” in
the Santa Caterina district and is fully connected to the 17th century ‘De Mattia’ villa.
A specific redevelopment intervention has been implemented in the complex of the
garden in question, in particular on the balustrades, statues and in general on the
stone artefacts present.

Category:		
OG1
Commencement of work:		
MARCH 2003
End of work:		
DECEMBER 2006

www.emaprice.com
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BUILDING

Category OG2
Restoration and maintenance of listed buildings in accordance with
the provisions in the field of cultural and environmental heritage
Building for us means
intervening in the extraordinary
artistic and cultural heritage that
is the hallmark of our country,
with recovery and restoration
actions on what has already
been skilfully created

Category OG2 concerns performing a coordinated set of specialist jobs
necessary to recover, preserve, consolidate, transform, restore, renovate
and maintain buildings of historical interest subject to protection under
the provisions of cultural and environmental heritage. It also concerns the
constructing of electromechanical, electrical, telephone and electronic
systems and finishes of all types and any related and complementary and
incidental works in the buildings.
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Former “Tolentini” Convent
Venice

Technological modernisation
and conservation work on the
former “Tolentini” convent

The purpose of the contract is to carry out all the works and the administrations of
manpower and supplies needed to upgrade the facilities/energy supply and the
redevelopment of the cladding on the South Wing of the Tolentini (site of the IUAV
University of Venice, located in Santa Croce 191 in Venice) or the Aula Magna
and former classrooms C and D, intended to house the Library extension. The

Client:
I.U.A.V.
University Institute of
Architecture, Venice

work on the construction site located within the Tolentini building complex, site
of the University of Architecture, involved the South Wing of the former convent,
where the project was to modernise the facilities and redevelop the cladding
in order to create new reading rooms for the Library. The work carried out has
focused on: upgrading the facilities of the Aula Magna, the functional transforming
of classrooms C, D with the restoration of the roof and the preservation and
consolidation of the external plaster. All the works have been carried out while
safeguarding the still visible and readable traces of the intervention, dating back to
the 1960s, performed by the Arch. Calabi.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
DECEMBER 2012
End of work:		
JULY 2013

www.emaprice.com
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Tesa 105
Venice

Functional recovery works
of the Arsenale di Venezia
Tesa 105 building

The intervention centred on the construction of a new building in which the first/
ground floor will be used as the entrance with a public crossing, while the upper
floors are set aside for offices, research areas and meeting rooms. Creation,
on the ground floor, of four rooms arranged in such a way as to allow a fluid
public crossing in a longitudinal direction of the building in addition to areas with

Client:
ARSENALE S.p.A.

a dimension and proportion designed for taking a break (bookshop, bar tables).
These rooms, in addition to having a structural support function of the underlying
main room, host functions of a public nature (info-point, multifunctional room,
reception, bar and services). On the first floor, inspired by the hull of a ship, is a
building with a strong volumetric presence (strengthened by long overhanging
structures) containing the offices of the company Arsenale di Venezia S.p.A. and
business incubators; on the top floor the offices overlook two glass and steel
bubbles that house the meeting rooms.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2010
End of work:		
DECEMBER 2011

www.emaprice.com
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Former Generators
Venice

Functional recovery works
of the former generators
at the Arsenale di Venezia

The building of the former generators indicates the entrance to the Arsenal from the
lagoon; interventions for the recovery and functional development of the building
have enabled us to house reception services and areas suitable for CNR-ISMAR
research activities, shipbuilding, maintenance and management of the Mose
project. The work has led to the manufacture of 4 steel towers joined by stairs

Client:
Consorzio Venezia Nuova

and paths/a glass walkway that structure the interior space without interfering with
the existing masonry and that allow people to move around inside among multiple
views. On the upper levels are the meeting rooms and offices, with walls of variable
tilt, designed with skylights in mind to ensure maximum natural light for the work
stations. The structure incorporates the original scheme of the ancient boatyards;
new buildings are therefore parallel to each other and detached from the walls. The
longitudinal link between the buildings was made possible by an elevated walkway,
which re-proposes the spatial unit between these buildings, opening some arcades
that are now infilled.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
MARCH 2009
End of work:		
MARCH 2012

www.emaprice.com
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Palazzo Gussoni
Venice

Restoration of
Palazzo Gussoni in Venice

Example intervention in the field of restoration. The work on Palazzo Gussoni
started by securing the building and safeguarding it from high waters. The water,
lighting, fire and intrusion systems were then worked on. The entire plant design
has been created with the most sophisticated systems currently available, without

Client:
Edilizia Canalgrande S.p.A.

touching the decorated walls, solving everything through totems installed in the
various rooms of the Palace. The work carried out has allowed visitors to enter
into this historic residence where architecture, painting and archaeology co-exist
in a building that is a museum in itself: with Venetian pastellone floors illuminated
by Pompeian colours, precious multi-coloured marbles, beautifully frescoed
vaults, a spiral staircase attributed to Palladio and above all a gallery that housed
the Grimani brothers’ collection of Greek and Roman antiquities.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
2001
End of work:		
2003

www.emaprice.com
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Treviso Theatre
Treviso

Static restoration
and conservation works
Treviso Theatre

Initially commissioned by the town of Treviso as an intervention to comply with the
regulations, the proposal for the Teatro Comunale gradually expanded to become
a complete overhaul of the entire theatre structure. The project involved largescale static restoration and conservation interventions in the theatre area, such
as reinforcing the foundational ground, consolidation of wooden structures, the

Client:
FONDAZIONE CASSAMARCA

restoration of the decorative elements, but also the inclusion of solutions designed
to limit interference with the historic building. The original project, not entirely carried
out, also provided for the renovation of the scene, with the strengthening of service
spaces and the raising of the scenic tower to conform to consolidated standards for
theatres of a similar size. The restoration project came from the need to modernise
to meet the current functional requirements and regulations, which affect the plant
design system, safety and the scenic equipment and acoustics. The work also
permitted the ‘old’ to be revealed, and the ‘new’ to be inserted where required
by researching the initial reasoning in the very essence of the historical building.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
2000
End of work:		
2004

www.emaprice.com
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Badoere Rotunda
Badoere di Morgano - Treviso

Restoration work of the
Barchessa di Levante

Restoration of great historical-urban interest, on the main façade and the
entire portico of the Rotunda. Restoration of the façades, porticoed areas and
associated structures of the Rotunda-Barchessa di Levante; demolition of
the existing flooring for resurfacing with trachyte and cobbles; replacement

Client:
Fondazione Cassamarca

of thresholds and windowsills in Istria stone; refurbishing of the plasters with
cocciopesto treatment and finishing with lime; recovery of the remains of
paintings and wall decorations. Implementation of the new portico lighting system.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
1991
End of work:		
1991

www.emaprice.com
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Casa dei Carraresi
Treviso

Renovation work
of the historical building
“Casa dei Carresi”

Renovation work of the Casa dei Carraresi, the Romanesque House and
Casa Corder, important historic-monumental buildings from the 13th, 14th and
15th centuries in one of the most picturesque areas of the historical centre
of Treviso. The intervention consisted of the land reclamation excavation and
the formation of crawl spaces in gravel and igloo; underpinning the existing

Client:
Fondazione Cassamarca

structure with reinforcements in micropiles, the complete renovation of the
interior floors and wooden coverings, reorganisation of the internal distribution
layout with meeting/exhibition/congress rooms equipped with all comforts and
served by an internal lift. The large-scale intervention required the application of
cutting-edge technology.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
1987
End of work:		
1990

www.emaprice.com
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Banca d’Italia - Treviso branch
Treviso

Restoration and
conservation works on
the monumental building

Restoration and conservation works on the monumental building of the site of
the Treviso branch of Banca d’Italia, located in piazza Pola, covering a volume
of about 15,000 m3. The work consisted of the complete consolidation of the
foundations, the demolition and reconstruction of the vault, the static recovery
of all the wooden parts of the floors and the roof, the functional refurbishing of

Client:

the entire building, including the provision of fixtures. Cutting-edge technologies

BANCA D’ITALIA ROME

were used for the structures and ancient techniques for some special works,
including the Venetian terrazzo floors.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
1982
End of work:		
1987

Banca d’Italia - Padua branch
Padua

Functional building
conversion works

Functional building conversion works of the Banca d’Italia, Padua branch
building specialising in processing cash. The intervention consisted of the
internal demolition of the floors to redistribute the offices and changes to the
organisational layout. Armour-plated skylights, external glazing and money

Client:
BANCA D’ITALIA ROME

unloading premises in the basement. Substantial modification of the electrical/
mechanical systems on all floors and installation of access points.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
DECEMBER 2009
End of work:		
FEBRUARY 2011

www.emaprice.com
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Villa Zanetti
Villorba - Treviso

Conversational restoration
of the central body and the
outhouse of the Villa at
headquarters of the
Fondazione Zanetti

Redevelopment, restructuring and architectural restoration of Villa Zanetti,
which covers a gross surface area of 1,715 m2, and which officially houses the
headquarters of Segafredo Beverage, a multinational coffee company, in addition
to the eponymous foundation dedicated to charity. The ground floor of the building
houses an auditorium, recovered from the ancient access portico for coaches,
which reintroduces the original visual interaction with the park. The entire first floor
of the outhouse, once a granary, has been mainly set aside for management

Client:
Zanetti Beverage Group

and has been given wooden flooring. The wide terrace which opens onto the
western header on the first floor becomes the natural continuation of the new café
with a tasting area, also inserted in the intermediate part of the complex. Upon
completion of the project a work by the artist Arnaldo Pomodoro was chosen,
the ‘Point in Space’ sculpture, located in correspondence with the 1930s fountain
that faces the villa.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
MARCH 2008
End of work:		
JANUARY 2010

www.emaprice.com
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Villa De Mattia
Asolo - Treviso

Conservation work, reuse
and execution of finishing,
conservation and restoration
works of the gardens

Conservation works and reuse of the 16th-century “Villa De Mattia” building in
Asolo which now houses the corporate and representation headquarters of Cartai
Bassanesi Spa, a major company in the party favours sector. The intervention
covers the inner surface of 2,022 m2 and an exposed area of 5,582 m2. The project
requires a thorough restoration and small internal changes for redevelopment and
modernisations for its new cultural, directional, and residential intended use. There

Client:
Cartai Bassanesi S.p.A.

are also plans to build a basement garage with vehicular access from the north
and internally connected to the Lodge, and with the staircase of the Villa and the
arrangement of the related overlying square. The considerable gardens have been
the subject of a thorough analysis that led to a restoration of the architectural and
sculpture elements and the replanting of arboreal species that are reminiscent of
its original layout.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
OCTOBER 2006
End of work:		
NOVEMBER 2008

www.emaprice.com
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Warehouse 5, 6 and 7
Venice

Recovery, maintenance
and restoration interventions

Restoration work on “Warehouses 5, 6 and 7” in the port area of San
Basilio, Venice to use university equipment comprising structural consolidation
interventions, extraordinary maintenance and restoration interventions, interior
and exterior fitting out and equipping.

Client:
I.U.A.V.
University Institute of
Architecture, Venice

Category:		
OG2
Start and end of works project 1:		
2002 / 2003
Start and end of works project 2:		
2006 / 2007

www.emaprice.com
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Cassamarca
Treviso

Renovation and
technological modernisation
of the headquarters

The Cassamarca operational headquarters in Treviso is located in Piazza dei
Signori, in front of the ancient Palazzo dei Trecento, in the historical heart of
the city. The building is characterised by the ample interior patio in the shape
of a semi-circle. The work consisted of a complete renovation of the building
and a total overhaul of the various systems. They façades were restored, for

Client:
CASSAMARCA S.p.A.

conservation purposes. 4,500 m2 of managerial offices built, including an area for
bank tellers on the ground floor.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
1997
End of work:		
1999

www.emaprice.com
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Former sugar refinery Cen. Ser.
Rovigo

Works relating to the
recovery, reuse, and the
new construction of artefacts
and external areas of the
former sugar refinery

Between the Adige and the city is one of the oldest sugar refineries in the area,
once full of industrial plants of this kind. The complex dates back to the early
1900s, and is a typical example of ‘industrial archaeology’ and is protected by
a specific decree. The ‘Service Centre’ in Rovigo, given the numerous large
buildings, has been activated to be entirely reused, restoring and renovating the
whole plant. The obligation has resulted in special operations to restore and/or
reproduce both the outer appearance and various structures from the era. The

Client:

main use is for the Exhibition and Congress Centre for the Rovigo Trade Fair.

CEN.SER.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
1996
End of work:		
2000

www.emaprice.com
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Monte di Pietà
Treviso

Conservation and restoration
of the monumental building
formerly Monte dei Pegni

The work consisted of the complete structural and functional restoration of the
monumental complex located in the historic centre of the city with interventions
on the parts of the building above the churches of Santa Lucia and San Vito.
All of the buildings of the Monte, full of outstanding works of art, was structurally
compromised in many large areas. The safety of the churches below also depended

Client:
Cassa di Risparmio
di Treviso

on this, on whose vaults heavy disconnected masonry rested. The intervention in
fact consisted of the transfer of masonry loads to more suitable areas, through the
construction, in thickness of the walls themselves, and the arches supported by
post-tensioned rods in several successive stages. The foundations of the columns
of the churches were monitored with a geo-radar system and their capitals with
video fluoroscopes.

Category:		
OG2
Commencement of work:		
1993
End of work:		
1997

www.emaprice.com
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Category OG3
Roads, highways, bridges, viaducts, railways, tramways, underground railways,
funiculars, airport runways and related complementary works
Our infrastructure sector
is one of the most significant
and active businesses, with
a robust operation in Italy

It relates to the construction, maintenance or renovation of network operations
that are necessary to enable mobility, on rubber, iron and aerial, complete with
any connected, complementary or accessory works, even ad hoc works,
of related railway tracks, as well as all the automatic, electromechanical,
electrical, telephone, electronic and electric traction systems needed to
provide a good service to the user in terms of use, information, safety and
assistance. It includes roads, highways and motorways, including oneoff interventions such as special flooring, artificial tunnels, ground-level
or elevated interchanges, open-air car parks, works to support slopes,
embankments, railways of national and local interest, underground railways,
funicular railways and tram lines with any technical features, aircraft takeoff runways and heliport service areas, stations, floorings made with special
materials, both natural and artificial, as well as bridges, even with complex
technical features, made from iron, simple or prestressed reinforced concrete,
precast or cast in-situ.
85
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SP (provincial road) alteration no. 38 - In Parè
Municipality of Susegana, San Pietro di Feletto and Conegliano - Treviso

Works to implement
the alteration of provincial
road S.P. 38 “F. Fabbri”

The intervention involves a road in-situ that is connected to the historical site
through a one-way traffic system, which also serves as a connection for some
productive plants. The development is approximately 2,000 m (between the branch
on the SP38 and the junction on the SS13) while the main components of the
route are: SP38 junction, SC (municipal road) via Einaudi junction and the SS13

Client:
Province of Treviso

junction. The altimetric profile of the new route is characterised by the presence of
artefacts, crossing the Crevada and Valbona streams, and the different road levels
at the junction with the SS13. For this purpose the construction of three bridges is
planned along the main route with a metallic structure, with a platform consisting
of the roadway complete with verges, with service pavements positioned outside
the main girders. The use of the PAVITAL catalysed mixture technology, for the road
surface, has permitted a considerable increase in the load capacity of the paving,
an increase in its useful life and a reduction of the burden of maintenance during
the life cycle of the work.

Category:		
OG3
Commencement of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2013
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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Save - Apron
“Marco Polo” Airport - Venice

Work related to vehicular
access expansion of the Apron
in the air-side area at the
“Marco Polo” Airport in Tessera

The work involves the construction of a vehicle access expansion of the aircraft
parking apron of the Marco Polo Airport in Venice to create two parking areas
for cars and ramp vehicles in use at the apron. The contract has allowed, after
minimum 15 cm topsoil removal, the application of Pavital technology to the
following ground surface: stabilisation with lime or cement or binary lime and
cement treatment of the natural foundation 30 cm thick, and the creation of

Client:
SAVE S.p.A.

the body of the earth from the excavations stabilised with lime or cement or
binary lime and cement treatment with a variable thickness, minimum of 30 cm,
a foundation layer made from a PAVITAL catalysed mixture 30 cm thick, a single
layer of closed wear-binder in bituminous conglomerate packaged with modified
hard bitumen 6 cm thick.

Category:		
OG3
Commencement of work:		
JUNE 2013
End of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2013

www.emaprice.com
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Lomazzo junction
Lomazzo - Como

Works involving highway link
and related works

The corridor of intervention is part of a densely populated area, ranging from
the metropolis of Milan and the city poles of Como, Lecco and Bergamo, and
is characterised by the presence of numerous plants and important production
districts. The work involves a route with highway features that connects the

Client:
STRABAG S.p.A.

existing A9 and A4 highways. This batch concerns the work done along the
Lomazzo junction and then the interconnection with the A9 motorway. The route
is about 2,650 m long and extends from the end of section A (in the construction
phase) to the Lomazzo artificial tunnel (excluded); the main work is the Lomazzo
junction whose branches require a flyover. There are 3 main works, all in a flyover
over the A9; the proposed scheme provides for a viaduct route on the A9, and
the majority of the works involve level changes on the intersection, which are
achieved by means of a flyover.

Category:		
OG3
Commencement of work:		
JULY 2013
End of work:		
JANUARY 2015

www.emaprice.com
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Portobuffolè roundabout
Portobuffolè - Treviso

Work on the construction of a
roundabout and recalibration
of a portion of a provincial road

The intervention has allowed the construction of a ‘French’ type roundabout
with priority within the ring, with the following dimensions: roundabout radius
15 m, width of incoming branches 5.5 m, road roundabout platform width
10.5 m, formation of 4 splitter islands, diffuse lighting with above ground supports
10 m high. The construction of the roundabout has resulted in the enlargement

Client:
Province of Treviso

of the road platform toward the North and South sides of via Prosdocimus; the
embankment slopes will have a 2/3 gradient and will be made up of land similar to
that existing. The contract has also permitted: the redevelopment of the collapse
of the escarpment in via Cal Bassa with the intervention of reinforced earth and
reconfiguring of the intersection, with the continuation of the lighting network
coming from the roundabout.

Category:		
OG3
Commencement of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2007
End of work:		
NOVEMBER 2008

www.emaprice.com
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Category OG4
Works of art in the subsoil

A substantial fleet of machines,
completed by facilities with
a high technological content
allows our staff to produce any
work of art of the subsoil thus
managing to merge the natural
element with human work in full
respect of the concepts of land
use planning, urban planning
and ecology

It concerns the construction, maintenance or refurbishment, through the
use of specific special technical means, underground interventions that are
necessary to permit mobility on rubber and on iron, whatever their degree of
importance, complete with all related, complementary or accessory, ad hoc
or network work, such as access roads of any degree of importance, groundlevel or elevated interchanges, open-air car parks, works to support slopes
and any electromechanical, electric, telephone and electronic systems as
well as railway equipment required to provide a good service for the user in
terms of use, information, safety and care. It includes developing exemplary
natural galleries, channels, tunnels and underground passages.
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Tank in Tunnel in Laives
Laives - Bolzano

Works to create a drinking
water tank in the tunnel

Construction of a new tank to serve the public water supply of Laives made entirely
in the tunnel at a height of about 333 m above sea level with a storage capacity
of about 3,100 m3. The tunnel consists of two parts: the first has a reduced
cross-section 47 m long about 6 m in diameter, which will be used to access the

Client:
MUNICIPALITY OF LAIVES

control chamber, while the second, approximately 15 m wide and 55 m long, will
house the entire tank. The work also involves the completion of the second phase
coating of the entire tunnel: 50 cm thick for the chamber and 30 cm thick in the
access tunnel, in addition to waterproofing the rocky surface with a PVC screen.
Part of the volume of water will serve, if necessary, the fire prevention system of
the village of Laives. The tank and the walls are made of a waterproof concrete
structure coated in a mortar suitable for contact with drinking water.

Category:		
OG4
Commencement of work:		
NOVEMBER 2014
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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Underground passage “Wolf 2”
Steinach am Brenner - Tirol (Austria)

Works to build
prospecting batch Wolf 2
Padastertal, Austria

Execution of the deviation channel of the Padasterbach River, 1,500 m long (1,140
created with traditional excavation and 360 m as an artificial tunnel), building the
Wolf South access tunnel with a spoil transport trench and connected chambers
(3,100 m long including: a chamber for connecting to the spoil trench, ventilation
chamber for ventilation in the construction phase, a technical chamber and a

Client:
Swietelsky Tunnelbau
GmbH & Co KG

transverse chamber), completion of the Padastertal Deposit. The displacement of
Padasterbach River includes: partial waterproofing of the bed, correction of the
altimetric profile, reclamation of the connections with the tributaries, resurfacing
of roads, shore arrangement with boulders and arrangement of the slopes. In the
context of the batch in question, the volume of the excavation material managed
amounts to about 650,000 m3.

Category:		
OG4
Commencement of work:		
NOVEMBER 2013
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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ENVIRONMENT

Category OG8
River defence works, hydraulic and land reclamation works

E.MA.PRI.CE. carries out
urban planning, environmental
and landscape works
to safeguard the territory,
working in a committed way
to recover degraded areas

Category OG8 relates to the construction and maintenance or renovation
of one-off and network interventions, however implemented, necessary to
accommodate natural or artificial water courses as well as for the defence
of the territory by the above mentioned water courses, complete with any
related, complementary or accessory work, as well as any electromechanical,
electrical, telephone and electronic systems needed. It includes, by way of
example, waterways and flood basins, the arrangement of river mouths,
the consolidation of the structures of riverbeds and streams, any type of
embankments, the arrangement and hydraulic regulation of surface water,
works to build diaphragm wall systems, crossbars for diversions and works
to stabilise slopes.
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Sernaglia floodplain
Sernaglia della Battaglia - Treviso

Construction of a flood
detention basin and
replacement of some
access bridges

Work to convert an existing flood area of excess flow of the Patean stream. The
interventions consist of creating a diversion device of excess flow toward a new
linking channel between the Gavada-Pateanello water course and the Patean
stream, in the construction of a flood detention and diversion basin at the bend of
the stream, and where the stream meanders and in the execution of flow devices
into the basin and discharge devices into the stream. The contract provides for

Client:
Consorzio di Bonifica Piave

the replacement of some bridges on the two channels which are too small; some
passages formed by means of laying of box girders are positioned along the short
linking stretch to be made. The works relate in particular to excavation and earthmoving to construct the floodplain, the excavation for the creation and reshaping
of drainage canals, the excavation of the required section and the construction of
reinforced concrete devices, the laying of pipelines and reinforced concrete box
girders, the planting of trees and plants for the purposes of restoring anthropic
areas to their natural state.

Category:		
OG8
Commencement of work:		
NOVEMBER 2013
End of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2014

www.emaprice.com
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Zero River floodplain
Castelfranco Veneto - Treviso

Arrangement of the
discharge from Salvarosa
upstream of the confluence
with the Zero River

The work involves constructing a flood detention basin for overflow drained from
Salvarosa, downstream of the Vicenza-Treviso railway line in the Municipality of
Castelfranco Veneto (in the Province of Treviso), also with the function of a water
phyto-purification area, and the doubling of the underpasses of the channel at
the Padova-Calalzo and Treviso-Vicenza railway lines. The main works carried out
are: construction excavations of the plant layer and of the earthy material matrix

Client:
Consorzio di Bonifica Piave

layer with storage on site, excavation and removal to recover gravel material,
construction of embankments and arrangement of the soil material stored on the
bed, creation of railway underpasses with piping with a diameter of 1,600 mm,
construction of devices in addition to complete environmental organisation of the
land of intervention with the sowing and planting of suitable tree and plant species.

Category:		
OG8
Commencement of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2012
End of work:		
NOVEMBER 2013

www.emaprice.com
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ENVIRONMENT

Category OG9
Electricity generation plants

Developing renewable sources
is an essential goal to respect
the environment. An awareness
of our operational capabilities,
combined with precision in the
execution of the work allows us
to build electricity generation
plants with a high technological
content and maximum
environmental sustainability

Category OG9 relates to the construction, maintenance or renovation of
one-off interventions that are necessary to generate electricity, complete
with any masonry, complementary or supplementary, one-off or network
works, as well as any electromechanical, electric, telephone and electronic
systems, required in terms of operation, information, safety and care. It
comprises hydroelectric power plants or those powered by any type of fuel.
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Save - Trigeneration
“Marco Polo” Airport - Venice

Works to implement
the new trigeneration
plant in the “Marco Polo”
Airport in Tessera

Construction of a building containing a trigeneration plant (cogenerators, absorbers,
cooling units with mechanical compression and an electrical cabin). Modernisation
of the existing thermal and water power station (via underground pipelines and
a tunnel) of the technological pole - a collection of buildings that are part of the
new trigeneration plant and the existing thermal/water plant - some buildings of the
airport area such as: the passenger terminal, technical area building and the SAVE

Client:
SAVE S.p.A.

office block. Execution of hydraulic detention basin works for new constructions, resectioning of the industrial canal that runs to the west of the new trigeneration plant
and laying of the hydraulic box to the south of it, any excavation work connected
with the new works and resolution of the interference between the new works and
the existing sub-services. Creation of a fire mains fed by two water pressurisation
plants, a station in the new trigeneration plant and the other on the basement floor
of the Marco Polo Park in the south-western corner thereof.

Category:		
OG9
Commencement of work:		
FEBRUARY 2015
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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ENVIRONMENT

Category OG12
Environmental protection and reclamation works and installations

The approach to environmental
issues is taken by identifying
the latest intervention
procedures, in synergy with
accredited professional firms
that have supported us
for a long time ensuring
quality and reliability

Regards the execution of one-off or network works necessary to implement
reclamation and environmental protection. It includes, by way of example,
landfills, waterproofing with geomembranes of land to protect aquifers,
the reclamation of hazardous materials, detection systems and remote
detection for environmental monitoring for any change of the balance
established by the current legislation, as well as the facilities necessary
for the normal operation of the works and to provide a good service for the
user in terms of both safety and information.
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Syndial Porto Marghera
Porto Marghera - Venice

Reclamation of the
top-soil

The works fall under the scope of the “Final reclamation project with safety
measures of the land of the new Porto Marghera petrochemical plant”.
Specifically, the interventions consist of the reclamation of portions of land with
contaminated top-soil; intervention of turfing and recovery with mixed stabilised

Client:
Ambienthesis S.p.a.

or asphalt topsoil; reclamation with permanent safety measures of the portions of
land contaminated with a depth of field of the first metre.

Category:		
OG12
Commencement of work:		
NOVEMBER 2012
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

Versalis Porto Marghera
Porto Marghera - Venice

Reclamation works
with safety measures
for the top-soil

The work was carried out within the petrochemical plant in Porto Marghera in macroisland called Nuovo Petrolchimico, owned by Polimeri Europa, a company subject
to management by Eni S.p.A. The land reclamation projects have exclusively
focused on interventions on the top-soil. The processes first required turfing and
embankment interventions with agricultural soil (superficial removal of contaminated

Client:
Ambienthesis S.p.a.

soil and replacement with agrarian earth) and, in the second analysis, the carrying
out of waterproofing works. This processing, at the core of the project, has allowed
the total inhibition of potential routes of exposure to vapour inhalation, skin contact
and ingestion of the contamination found in the soil surface by means of the
laying of closed bituminous conglomerate. The work also included the complete
management of resulting materials arising from reclamation activities in compliance
with the rules in force.

Category:		
OG12
Commencement of work:		
APRIL 2012
End of work:		
JANUARY 2014

www.emaprice.com
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Creation of
landfills

E.MA.PRI.CE. also creates landfill sites: places where municipal solid waste and
any other waste resulting from human activities that it has not been possible to
recycle are deposited and stored, in a non-selected and permanent way. The
firm operates extremely carefully in compliance with the most restrictive rules of
law; construction of the basins and their careful waterproofing isolates the waste
from the ground, thus ensuring the elimination of the leaking of percolate into the
soil and, in parallel, the control of harmful gas emissions into the atmosphere.

Busta

Alisea

Montebelluna - Treviso

Jesolo - Venice

Client:
CONSORZIO AZIENDA
INTERCOMUNALE DI BACINO
TREVISO 3

Client:
A.L.I.S.E.A.
AZIENDA LITORANEA
SERVIZI AMBIENTALI S.p.A.

Tiretta

Sommacampagna

Padernello di Paese - Treviso

Sommacampagna - Verona

Client:
CONTARINA S.p.A.

Client:
GEO NOVA S.p.A.

Scurelle

Santa Giustina

Loc. Sulizano, Scurelle - Trento

Santa Giustina - Belluno

Client:
COMUNITÀ VALSUGANA
E TESINO

Client:
RENO DE MEDICI S.p.A.

Category:		
OG12

www.emaprice.com
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ENVIRONMENT

Category OS1
Ground works

You need to know the
environmental resources,
to redevelop, restore and
finally protect our landscape
in order to pursue genuinely
sustainable development

Category OS1 affects the excavation, restoration and modification of
volumes of earth, carried out by any means, or whatever the nature of the
soil by digging or restoring: plant, clay, sand, gravel and rocks.
The habitat is a limited resource that cannot be reproduced. Incorrect
and disorganised use of this precious resource can lead, in addition to a
worrying consumption of spaces, to a compromise of environmental and
landscape values that reduce the quality of the habitat, as well as the life
of its inhabitants.
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Maddalena S.c.r.l.
Trieste

Preliminary works consisting
of excavation and earth
movements to build a
business-commercial complex

Preliminary works to build a business-commercial complex consisting of
excavation and earth movements to deliver the required work plan. The building
redevelopment work that provides for the conversion of the Santa Maria
Maddalena Hospital in Trieste. Preliminary construction excavations work and
the foundation necessary to build a multifunctional and residential complex.

Client:
MADDALENA S.c.r.l.

Category:		
OS1
Commencement of work:		
JUNE 2011
End of work:		
MAY 2012

www.emaprice.com
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Excavation and
cultivation of
quarries work

E.MA.PRI.CE. operates in the cultivation of quarries it owns and on behalf of third
parties with a wide range of vehicles and equipment with incomparable work
strength such as the impressive Liebherr 984 excavator and 32-tonne Dumper
with a load capacity of up to 27.5 m3. The main activities consists of quarrying,
stoping, handling and storage of excavated material such as: hard rock, marl,
clay and earth. Generally, quarry works occur in horizontal descending terrace
portions, and in a trench to keep the view unaltered. After cultivation comes
environmental restoration.

Fornace

Onigo

Pederobba - Treviso

Pederobba - Treviso

Client:
SETTENTRIONALE
TRASPORTI S.p.A.

Client:
I.C.R. INDUSTRIA CEMENTO
GIOVANNI ROSSI S.p.A.

Tignes

Luni Ex Contessa

Pieve d’Alpago - Belluno

San Gregorio nelle Alpi - Belluno

Client:
SETTENTRIONALE
TRASPORTI S.p.A.

Client:
E.MA.PRI.CE. S.p.A.

Villabruna

Luni Ex Bampo

Feltre - Belluno

San Gregorio nelle Alpi - Belluno

Client:
WIENERBERGER S.p.A.

Client:
E.MA.PRI.CE. S.p.A.

Category:		
OS1

www.emaprice.com
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FOOTBALL FIELDS

Category OS6
Finishing of general works using wood, plastic, metal and glass

E.MA.PRI.CE. creates football
fields in collaboration with
Graneco Rubber with synthetic
grass made from recycling
and disposed of used tyres.
The feeling of playing on
artificial grass is perfect

Regards the provision and installation, maintenance and redevelopment
of carpentry and wood joinery, internal and external fixtures, internal and
external coatings, flooring of any type and material and other devices
made of metal, wood, plastic and glass materials and the like.
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Manzano Golf Resort
In Manzano, Municipality of Cortona - Arezzo

Works to construct a golf
course forming part of the
Manzano Golf Resort project

The Manzano Golf Course project includes the construction of an 18-hole golf
course and adjoining course for practice and the services required to ensure its
full use, and the smooth running of the complex (clubhouse and maintenance
building): the intervention extends over an area of 73.20 ha, of which more than
96% and is intended to the golf course, the remaining part is for services. From an

Client:
Cortona Golf & S.p.A.
Resort S.r.l.

implementation point of view the most relevant part of the work in its entirety is that
dedicated to remodelling the slopes to create golfing areas: there are in fact
excavation volumes of 244,000 m3, which will be totally reused for refilling. The
project also involves producing five small water reservoirs that will be needed, in
the operating phase, as storage basins water to irrigate the lawns, especially during
the summer months.

Category:		
OS6
Commencement of work:		
JULY 2013
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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A.S.D. Atletico Carrara
Carrara - Massa and Carrara

Works to create an
11 a-side football pitch
with synthetic grass

Work to create an 11 a-side football pitch with the last generation synthetic grass
at the sports centre in the Municipality of Carrara. The operation to redevelop
the playing field consists of preparing the laying surface by means of surface
scarification of about 5-7 cm of the existing pitch, in the subsequent addition of
material suitable with a maximum thickness of 10 cm, adequately compacted and

Client:
A.S.D. Atletico
Carrara dei Marmi

rolled until achieving the design dimensions; the shaping of it according to the
regular slopes provided for by the regulations and obtained with the use of laser
controlled machinery; the final layer of the geodrain and synthetic grass surface
stabilised with a silica sand infill and performance granule, with the characteristics
necessary for the purposes of the approval.

Category:		
OS6
Commencement of work:		
NOVEMBER 2009
End of work:		
FEBRUARY 2010

www.emaprice.com
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Municipality of Castelcucco
Castelcucco - Treviso

Works to create a football
pitch with synthetic grass

Construction of the facilities required to create a football pitch with synthetic grass
within the area of the sports facilities of the town nearby. The area concerned by the
work occupies a surface area of approximately 30 m x 60 m, one part is designed
to be occupied by the football pitch and the other as a public stop-off point with

Client:
MUNICIPALITY OF CASTELCUCCO

slopes connected to the surrounding ground. The works have provided for the
excavation of the existing ground to form the laying surface of the area constituting
the bottom of the field, the implementation of the foundation works and of the
perimeter containment walls, the laying of storm water drainage pipes and cable
ducts for the lighting system, the geotextile section to insulate the soil and the final
formation of the bin with all sorts of scree.

Category:		
OS6
Commencement of work:		
OCTOBER 2008
End of work:		
MAY 2009

www.emaprice.com
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Category OS21
Special structural works

Starting from a geotechnical
analysis of the subsoil we are
able to solve any problem
posed by geological difficulties,
providing pilings, consolidations
and special foundations.
A preliminary study of the
problem allows us to apply
optimal solutions to each
specific case

Regards the construction of works intended to transfer loads of goods
resting on land not suitable to withstand the loads, works intended to
give the land resistance and non-deformability characteristics to stabilise
the burden of the goods and to prevent geological disruption, works to
make existing and functional structures earthquake-proof. It includes,
by way of example, the execution of all types of piles, underpinning
of piling and special supporting walls, anchorages, works to restore
the functionality of static structures, wells, works to ensure the stability
of slopes and special operations for the drainage, waterproofing and
consolidation of land.
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Interventions on Livenza River
Meduna di Livenza - Treviso

Interventions to create a
diaphragm wall and
embankment consolidation
along the Livenza River

The intervention has allowed the consolidation and waterproofing of a section
of embankment on the left bank of the Livenza River in the vicinity of the
residential centre of Meduna di Livenza, both the lifting and reprofiling of a
portion of embankment upstream of the cable stayed bridge in the vicinity of via
Roma. The intervention regarding the consolidation extends over about 550 m.
The implementation processes include monofluid jet-grouting performed with

Client:
Region of Veneto U.P.
Civil Engineering

various techniques; the first section of about 100 m is performed with monofluid
jet-grouting with columns of 800 mm at a distance of 0.70 cm along the top
embankment, 13 m high, while the second section is 450 m long and performed
with ellipsoidal columns spaced 1 m apart, superimposed on top of one another
for their entire length of approximately 25 cm, 13 m high. The columns were
later reinforced with iron bars and are joined together with a reinforced concrete
ridge. The embankment lifting and the reprofiling intervention extends along the left
embankment over a length of 1,300 m.

Category:		
OS21
Commencement of work:		
JUNE 2013
End of work:		
DECEMBER 2013

www.emaprice.com
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BBT Austria
Steinach am Brenner - Tirol (Austria)

Construction of a portal area
for the drainage tunnel
Padastertal - V57

The work will focus on the scope of the Padastertal site in the lower part of the
Padaster valley, close to the hamlet of Siegreith in the Municipality of Steinach am
Brenner. Batch V57 provides for the implementation of the preliminary trench to the
lower portal of the diversion tunnel; more specifically, the contract has provided
for the implementation of the following works: excavation for the area of the lower

Client:
BBT SE
Brenner Base Tunnel

portal of the diversion tunnel in a natural tunnel with the subsequent securing of the
trench by means of spiked walls, installation and commissioning of the devices for
pumping the excavation into the portal area, construction on the anchoring in the
anchoring wall over the portal provided, Padastertal Deposit formation by returning
the excavated material into the portal area, execution of the diversion embankment
of the stream on the upstream side of the portal area. All of the previous works
include the preliminary construction of a temporary diversion road around the
portal area to ensure the strategic points of the Padaster valley can be accessed.

Category:		
OS21
Commencement of work:		
OCTOBER 2012
End of work:		
MAY 2013

www.emaprice.com
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BUILDING

Category OS23
Demolition works

We perform all types
of demolition work.
Cutting-edge machinery and
highly qualified personnel
operate in conditions of
maximum safety to give the
built environment a new face

This concerns the removal of industrial plants and the complete dismantling
of buildings with special equipment or with the use of explosives, the
cutting of reinforced concrete structures and demolitions in general,
including the collection of materials, their separation and any recycling in
the components industry.
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Montebelluna Hospital
Montebelluna - Treviso

Demolition work
of the single unit at
Montebelluna Hospital

The contract requires prior cleaning and draining, with related disposal
according to legislation, of interiors, windows, ceilings and modular flooring.
The intervention consists of the demolition of the single unit of the Montebelluna
Hospital, of the water reserve collection tank located on the west side of the
unit 5, of the chimney on the east side of the central technology zone including

Client:
Guerrato S.p.A.

the preparation of the works to protection and preserve the buildings adjacent
to the hospital. Suitable nebulisers were used during all the demolition stages
to ensure minimum dust was emitted into the air.

Category:		
OS23
Commencement of work:		
MAY 2011
End of work:		
JUNE 2012

www.emaprice.com
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Area 151
Pederobba - Treviso

Demolition work of buildings
and partial remodelling
of the “Former Funghi
del Montello” area

The area of approximately 68,000 m2, which is the property of E.MA.PRI.CE., is
located in the Municipality of Pederobba between regional road SR 348 Feltrina
and provincial road SP 26 Pedemontana Grappa. The area is at the front of
an industrial and commercial zone that extends along the road axis defined by
Feltrina. The work carried out consist of demolishing the existing buildings, with
attached land reclamation projects, remodelling of the site through gravel material

Client:
E.MA.PRI.CE. S.p.A.

excavations in order to bring the height of the area to the road surface. The project
to develop the area provides for the construction of buildings whose intended use
is commercial, business and for services to people over 350,000 m3.

Category:		
OS23
Commencement of work:		
OCTOBER 2008
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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PAV I TA L

Category OS26
Floorings and special superstructures

Attention to new construction
technologies and innovative
solutions has allowed us to
emerge in the field of special
flooring. The use of our
patented PAVITAL technology
allows us to ensure the
maximum strength and
durability for floors in major
airports, freight terminals
and large industrial areas

Category OS26 relates to the construction, maintenance, or refurbishment
of floorings made with special, natural or artificial materials, as they are
exposed to significant loads and stresses such as, by way of example,
those of the airport runways.
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Save - North/West Apron
“Marco Polo” Airport - Venice

Works to redevelop the
North/West side of aircraft
parking aprons

The intervention area, within the airport area, occupies a surface area of
approximately 55,000 m2 and consists of building 8 parking aprons for aircraft
up to class D. The apron consists of solid paving characterised by the following
stratigraphy: C45/55 concrete slabs (35 cm thick), a foundation layer made using
Pavital catalysed mixture (30 cm thick), layer stabilised on site with cement with

Client:
SAVE S.p.A.

the addition of polypropylene fibres and C&D integration material (40 cm thick),
layer stabilised on site with cement (20 cm thick). The perimeter roads of the apron
have also been created in the air-side area. The new stretch of via Cà Da Mosto has
been built in the land-side area (covering a total area of about 10,000 m2 in flexible
paving). The works also involve the modernisation and integration of technological
systems (electrical and hydraulic) and hydraulic compensation works, including
the construction of a new sunken section of the Pagliaghetta industrial channel
and a flood plain area (open-air flood detention basin) along the channel itself.

Category:		
OS26
Commencement of work:		
APRIL 2014
End of work:		
IN THE COURSE OF EXECUTION

www.emaprice.com
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Linate Airport
Milan - Linate Airport

Upgrading of the paving of
Taxiway T and intersections
G, E and A at the
Milano Linate Airport

Extraordinary maintenance of airport superstructures covering a total area of
about 30,000 m2. The contract has permitted the upgrading of the affected area
of intersections G, E and A, exiting runway 18-36, with the creation of a flexible
superstructure covering a total area of about 12,900 m2, the completion of the
provisional T-connection section with a semi-rigid superstructure made from a loadbearing layer made using the Pavital high stability catalysed mixture and overlying

Client:
Società per Azioni Esercizi
Aeroportuali S.E.A.

layers in bituminous conglomerate, covering a total surface area of approximately
3,800 m2, the redevelopment of the T-connection section between standby
position T2 and the edge of the runway (start point 36), with the implementation of
a flexible superstructure (13,000 m2) and the reconstruction of reinforced concrete
slabs 7.50 m x 7.50 m and 30 cm thick only in the T-connection section next to
start point 36 of the runway (225 m2). Creation of the new drainage networks for
rainwater, provision of manholes and installation of FAA bases for repositioning and
electrical installations for ground lighting.

Category:		
OS26
Commencement of work:		
JUNE 2013
End of work:		
SEPTEMBER 2013

www.emaprice.com
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Innovation, ethics,
safety and respect for
the environment:
the future we are building
148

The pleasure of building,
paying attention to details
and nuances, has always
been our strength.
Providing you with the best
results in any work is our goal

The Daniele Group has always stood for quality of service, organisation, initiative,
flexibility, and respect for the environment: values that have been consolidated
over time and are now the cornerstones of the Group.
We think of tomorrow with foresight, ready to improve in every sector that
we operate in aiming for ever-increasing challenges, with the conviction that
commitment, technical preparation and high quality work will be our trump cards.
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E.MA.PRI.CE. S.p.A.

Registered office and headquarters

POSSAGNO (Treviso) Via Strade Nuove, 3 - 31054
Tel +39 0423 544823 - Fax +39 0423 922077
Email: info@emaprice.com - PEC (certified email address): emaprice@legalmail.it
Other offices

CASTELFRANCO VENETO (Treviso) Via Lovara di Campigo, 6/F - 31033
BOLZANO (Bolzano) Via Renon, 11 - 39100
TELGATE (Bergamo) Via Verdi, 48 - 24060
INNSBRUCK (Austria) Templstraße, 2
Registered in the Trade Register of Treviso No. 00251940243
VAT No IT03176890261 - Tax Code 00251940243
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